Bringing awareness to your clothing

User Testing

Rosanna and Rick testing the app.

Site
Each tester had access to a laptop and were free
to explore the site for a few minutes. This is when
the thesis concept was introduced to them and
they were then given a series of tasks to perform
on the site. This portion of testing was conversational and mainly served to introduce them to the
topic. Neither tester had any previous knowledge
of this project. Like most other research participants that I’ve spoken with, they generally understood what externalized costs are. However, they
did not have experience talking or thinking about
how they may affect their lives. There seems to
be a rational break from this idea. It’s as if externalized costs are intangible and have become an
abstract concept.
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Before we started testing the app I asked the
group if they ever read clothing labels or hang
tags. “I always look at clothing labels for information like Fair Trade, materials used, country
of origin,” said Rick. He looks at the hang tags,
but it’s almost always for price information only.

The website was used to introduce the topic.
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Rosanna said she occasionally reads sewn in
labels and looks at hang tags for size information and then price.

App
Introduction screens
After downloading the app, the first time it’s
launched there is a series of four opening screens
that introduce the premises behind this project.
What is the problem facing the user and what
is a potential solution. This idea was quickly
understood, but there a few problems with the
typography and the choice of imagery. Rosanna
thought the bold price is attention grabbing, but
it was too overwhelming and unnecessary. The
difference in price alone is sufficient enough to
understand the issue. The bigger problem was
how different the two shirts were. For this idea
to be understood the shirts should appear to look
the same, it’s the price disparity that’s shocking.
Rosanna said, “The shirts are two dissimilar. Shirt styles caused a lot of confusion.
Make them the same. Right now the styles are
very different and it’s distracting. Eliminate the aesthetics of the shirts, make them more similar. If
the shirts were nearly exactly the same then the price difference would seem more shocking.”
Rick had a good suggestion for opening screen 3. Instead of just focusing on someones wages, list
more factors. The label has three categories, there should be three bullet point statements. This is a
really good idea because it is consistent with the theme (that this is a multi-layered problem) of this
project and it will be incorporated into the app.

Get Score
Neither tester understood why they had to fill
out a survey to start using the app. Even after
I explained it they still didn’t think it was necessary. How to get the score was totally not intuitive. More attention needs to be brought to the
Get Score button. Rosanna did not understand
that clicking of Get Score would take her to the
next screen. She thought it needed to look more
like a button or be underlined.
Another major problem is that the concept of
getting a score isn’t relatable to anything at
this point. This may need to be further simplified, like maybe asking them where they generally buy clothing. I still think there needs to be
some way to get them started using the app with
some sense of beginning something. When they
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What Worked
Website navigation
Viewing the closet
Adding to the closet
Finding friends

What Didn’t
Intro survey
Getting a score
Badge system
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first download the app there’s a good chance that
they will be at home or work. I think there will
be a disconnect between installing the app and
the next time they buy clothing. A score of zero
doesn’t seem like a motivating place to start. If
the survey becomes one question about where
they shop.
Rick had a good suggestion, “Why isn’t internet
or mobile a ‘where did you last shop option.’ If
where I last shopped isn’t reflected in the categories then it’s a distraction and I might stop using
the app. What about Target, is that the same as
a mall?”
Rick had another good idea. That there should
be an option to skip the survey and start
using the app. Rosanna wasn’t as put off
by having to complete the survey. She compared it to setting up an account, it’s kind
of annoying, but it’s also typical.

New Account
Creating a new account was easily accom- The three ways of adding a score need to be differentiated.
plished. The testers moved through the screens
very quickly. At the home screen, the screen that will typically see when they log in, there were no
questions and each tester quickly navigated around the app. The Back button was easily understood.

Global Navigation
The navigation tree or menu icon was the go to when there was any doubt or confusion as what to do
next. I asked them if the stacked bar icon was replaced with the word menu would they have been
as likely to click on it. They said maybe and agreed that the stacked bar icon is so familiar that they
preferred to have it in an upper corner.

The Closet
Viewing, adding items, and sorting the closet presented no problems. Rosanna had a good suggestion
for viewing the actual label for a specific item in the closet. “If it is expandable then add a graphic
indicator like a plus sign or magnifying glass,” she said. Otherwise Rosanna didn’t think it could
get bigger or she’d try and a pinch zoom gesture
to make it larger. I think this is a good point, I
haven’t given gesture behaviors much attention
so far.
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The biggest problem came when trying to enter
a score for a new item in the closet. The Enter
Score/Take photo pop up was too crowded and
confusing. There was no indication that there
are three distinct ways of entering information in
this area: number using keyboard, take a photo
of the label, and custom entry. Maybe use the

Rosanna navigating the app.
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word Add instead of a + sign next to the text field
for entering numbers. Custom entry is too hidden,
neither user thought it was something to click
on. Make it look like a third option. Rick was able
to successfully use the camera to enter a score.
The Wish List in the Closet seems unnecessary.
Neither tester said they’d use it. They said it was
impractical that they’d see something with a
good score, not buy it, and then need a way to
record it for a future purchase. I asked if they
thought clothing purchases were mostly a buy it
when in it’s front of you or never see it again and
they said yes.

Gamification
The labeling system for each of the three steps on
the user badge was not understood at all. After it
was explained, both testers thought is was a bad
idea to use types of clothing material to show
hierarchy. They agreed that having three steps to
show progress and giving each step a name was
a good idea. Maybe it doesn’t need to be so overly Using fabric types to indicate progress level is confusing.
thought out. It needs to not raise in questions
and create a distraction. Rosanna thought the user with a Silk badge really loved silk. She did not
connect this to a progress or level indicator.
There needs to be an explanation of how the app is gamified. An overall summary of how it works and
what the user gets out of it. The testers liked the idea of reaching new levels, of having something to
strive for. They didn’t need to be sold on the idea, they wanted a functional framework. The Paths page
was useful. The disconnect was how their badge worked and how they knew what progress looked like.

Conclusion
In conclusion I asked them if there was anything missing or is there anything that should be expanded.
Rick immediately said that it would be nice to see a Friend activity newsfeed. Maybe something like a
ticker or bubbles that appeared briefly indicating his friend’s activity (they reached a new level, added
stuff to their closet, etc.) Rosanna would like to be able to like things in her friend’s Closets and to
be able to make comments about them. Some facsimile of Facebook as it would apply to this app.
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